FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

APE Brings Jumbo’s Awarded Product to the Casino Gaming Floor of a
Macau Integrated Resort
Macau, Tuesday, Aug 23, 2022– Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited
(“APE” or the “Company”, with its subsidiaries collectively referred as the “Group”;
Stock Code: 8400.HK) is thrilled to have brought its distribution partner Jumbo
Technology Ltd (“Jumbo”), a Taiwan electronic gaming equipment manufacturer,
with their awarded product D-27 slot cabinet with “Long Yi Fa” progressive jackpot
link “Fortune Treasure” and “Golden Horse Treasure” to the casino gaming floor of
one of the biggest integrated resorts in Cotai recently.
The D-27 slot cabinet produced by Jumbo contains 27-inch dual screen and 10.1-inch
configurable button touch panel. The different colored LED light bars around the
cabinet are recognizable, the LED colors will change with the game’s light effects,
which can effectively enhance the gaming ambience of the players. Moreover, the
ergonomic design of the D-27 slot cabinet provides a user-friendly and ultimate
comfort gaming experience for players. The D-27 slot cabinet won the Taiwan
Excellence Awards in 2021 on the strength of the above outstanding features. At the
same time, it has also been approved in the Macau market recently, and it will be
compliance to the DICJ 2.0 standard in the near future.

Furthermore, Jumbo has received the GLI certification for the “Long Yi Fa”
progressive jackpot link – “Fortune Treasure” and “Golden Horse Treasure”. During
the game section, “Long Yi Fa” jackpot game can be triggered whenever “Dragon
Ball” appears. Players can have the chance to win the linked progressive Grand
Jackpot and Major Jackpot with at least HKD 1,500,000 and HKD 150,000 prizes
respectively, and also the standalone Minor Bonus and Mini Bonus in the “Long Yi Fa”
jackpot game. What is more, players can win the Grand Jackpot through multiple
ways such as Free Game and Rising Dragon Game, which are the popular game
sections well-beloved by players.

“Our partnership with APE started 14 years ago since 2008. APE is one of the most
trust worthy partners of ours with extensive gaming experience and industrial
knowledge. We appreciate the assistance that APE provided in the installation of the
D-27 slot cabinet. Those products have received proven records and high praise in
different regions since its first debut. We look forward to the strong performance of
the D-27 slot cabinet with the feature of “Long Yi Fa” progressive jackpot link on
Macau casino gaming floor in the future.” Said Vice President of Jumbo Interactive
Department, Allen Hsu, Jumbo Technology Ltd.
“‘Long Yi Fa’ is an innovative product that Jumbo has exerted their utmost efforts by
utilizing past experiences on the development of their popular products. With the
ergonomic D-27 slot cabinet and those popular features of ‘Long Yi Fa’, we expect
that Macau players can enjoy the credible experience that the cabinet and jackpot
feature brought.” Said Assistant General Manager of Corporate Sales and
Marketing, Vicky Chan, Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited.
- End About Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited
Asia Pioneer Entertainment Limited (“APE”) is listed on the Growth Enterprise Market
of Hong Kong Stock Exchange, Stock Code: 8400.HK establishing in 2006 in Macau. It
is an approved gaming machine agent licensed by the Gaming Inspection and
Coordination Bureau of Macau (DICJ). The core businesses of APE include the
technical sales and distribution of electronic gaming equipment, representing gaming
manufacturers from Slovenia, US, Taiwan and Australia, machine refurbishment and
parts repairing. In 2021, APE established a brand-new smart vending machine
operation and commodity retail business “KatKatMall”. In 2022, APE made its first
foray into a travel digital marketing business called “Resortverse”. For more
information, please visit http://www.apemacau.com/.

